
Three Seattle teachers who rock!
When it comes to making a genuine 
connection with kids, you simply can’t 
fake it.

Within seconds of a Recess Monkey show’s first notes, it’s 
obvious that Drew, Jack and Korum know that – and why 
it is that they’re making music for the entire family. Recess 
Monkey simply gets what gets kids excited. Every song 
is an invitation to dance, sing and laugh along – every 
audience member is smiling. It’s no wonder they’re known 
nationally for their high energy performances and equally 
contagious live albums.

With a combined excess of 30 years in the classroom 
between them and even longer in acclaimed indie rock 
bands, it was only a matter of time before the members of 
Recess Monkey bridged the gap between their musical and 
professional sensibilites. The band was born ten years ago 
and with it, a non-stop juggernaut of high energy shows 
and beloved albums. Recess Monkey presents a unique 
infusion of electic, melodic pop songs with pint-sized ideas 
and childhood themes. Though kids are on the band’s mind, 
their audience truly is the whole family, with a focus on 
multi-layered lyrics, compelling melodies and ideas that 
everyone can identify with.

Recess Monkey’s yearly albums are routinely in the top-
ten lists of the year’s best. Their brand new album “Hot 
Air” and other recent albums “Wired,” “Deep Sea Diver” 
and “Desert Island Disc” earned raves from hundreds of 
journalists. They’re played in high-rotation on SiriusXM’s 
Kids Place Live where bassist Jack Forman also hosts a 
daily live call-in show, Live From the Monkey House. 

(more)

Raves for Recess Monkey:

Above, L to R: Drew Holloway, vocals & guitar; 
Korum Bischoff, drums; Jack Forman, bass & vocals. 
Below,  2015’s Hot Air, 2014’s Wired, 2013’s Deep Sea 
Diver and Desert Island Disc CDs.
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Now nearing their thousandth show for kids and families, 
Recess Monkey continues to pioneer the Kindie movement, 
seamlessly blending their indie pop sensibilities with the 
understanding of being young that only really teachers 
can have. Founders of the Kindiependent collective in 
Seattle, they’ve worked to put the city on the map a second 
time in a generation – Seattle is now known nationwide 
as one of the epicenters of family music. Who would have 
thought that an experimental crossover from indie to 
kindie music ten years ago would have lead to all of this 
excitement? From humble classroom roots to national 
kindie sensations, Recess Monkey simply rocks.
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But as engaging as their albums and live shows are, it’s 
truly the moments before and after each show that are the 
most telling: the guys simply love kids. Drew, Jack and 
Korum eagerly greet their audiences on their way into the 
venue, and won’t give up until every hand has been high 
fived after the show. Ever mindful that the next Carole 
King or Paul McCartney may just be in the audience 
enjoying their first rock show, Recess Monkey takes their 
responsibility very seriously... well, as seriously as one 
can while singing songs about a knock-knock joke telling 
octopus, a dryer-lint collecting sister and the breakfast of 
champions, an ancient food known simply as “Flapjacks.”

Bassist Jack 
Forman’s daily 
call-in show 
Live From the 
Monkey House 
airs at 2pm 
Pacific/5pm 
Eastern on 
SiriusXM’s 
Kids Place Live, 
channel 78.
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